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Glossary
RSU

Road Side Unit

OBU

On Board Unit

CCSP

Cooperative and Connected Services Platform

RWW Road Works Warning
AW

Accident Warning

SSVW Slow moving or Stopped Vehicle Warning
SC

Speed Control

UoB

University of Bristol

UWE

University of West England

IVI

In Vehicle Information

DENM Decentralized Environmental Notification Message
CAM

Cooperative Aware Message

RCA

Root Certification Authority

SpaT

Signal Phase and Timing

MAP

MapData Messages
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1.

Introduction

The car trials are part of the programme of development of products and tools for cooperative
ITS within the Flourish project to demonstrate the products and analyse their capabilities. This
report and the experience thus gained will form the necessary platform for the products to be
launched to the market with confidence.
The specification of the trials can be found in [1]. This specification sets out the scenarios
necessary to demonstrate the security and privacy mechanisms of the C-ITS products within an
integrated system.

1.1.

General description of tests

The services tested are the same as Car Trial 2. For detailed explanation of the services please
refer to [2]. However, within Car Trial 3 these services are now tested within a security
environment known as PKI (Public-Key Infrastructure). Security of communication is a
cornerstone of ETSI standards on C-ITS Reference [3]. Without secure messages the entire
enterprise would be at risk of exposure to abuse and malicious attacks. The certificates required
to encrypt messages for the provision of security of these serviced were downloaded from
IDnomics. The files were loaded onto ITS stations. The aim of the Car Trial 3 is to demonstrate
that 1) services are unaffected by the existence of security functions. 2) an ITS station with an
untrusted certificate by the rest of the station will be ignored and 3) the privacy of an ITS
station can be preserved without compromising the performance of any service.

1.2.

Brief introduction to PKI security

Messages sent are encrypted by a process of signed certificates in order to ensure the received
messages are not altered and sent from a trustworthy source. In each ITS station there is a chain
of authority of certificates from Root Certificate Authority (RCA) to sub CA to the target
certificate. These files are used together with the private keys in order to authenticate
messages received and encrypt messages to be sent.
Security configuration settings on each OBU and RSU can be at different levels. CAM, DENM, IVI
message transmissions have individual Security setting to Boolean true/false. On the other hand
receipt of all messages based on security has a singular Security Boolean setting. The receiving
Security setting of False means that the HMI will display all messages irrespective of the security
state of the sent message. However the receiving Security set to True means that the OBU’s HMI
will only display secure messages sent to it. This feature allows a number of permutations of
security requirements to be set on an individual OBU. One permutation of security setting was
tested in Car Trial 3 in the section Partially Secure ITS station.
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2.

Geographic extent

Figure 1 RSUs and driving route in Car Trial 3

Car Trial 3 included 6 RSUs. 3 RSUs are installed on University of Bristol’s buildings and 3 are
installed on traffic signal posts.
The 3 RSUs installed on University of Bristol’s buildings are at:
1) Merchant Venture’s Building looking onto Woodland road;
2) Richmond Building (Student Union) looking onto Queens Road;
3) Temporary tripod installation in Hawthorn Building car park midway on Woodland road.
This RSU is normally kept within the Merchant Venture’s Building next to Park Row. It is
brought out and installed on a tripod powered by a battery and inverter when trials are
conducted.
The 3 RSUs installed on signal posts are at:
1) Park street;
2) Baldwin street;
3) Anchor road at the junction with College Green looking onto Anchor Road.
The car trial route was chosen as above in order to interact with all RSUs and achieve as
complete an experience of services as possible.
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3.

System Description

The system setup is as per architecture drawn below:
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Figure 2 Car Trial System Architecture

The car trials (2 and 3) are made up of the architecture drawn above. The RSUs communicate to
the CCSP server installed in the Azure cloud via a router and 4G mobile network. This server was
set up by Dynniq’s office in Croatia and is maintained by this office. Two OBUs are installed in
two cars. One of the two cars is driven by University of Bristol and is a Toyota provided for the
Flourish project curtesy of Toyota Motor Manufacturing UK Ltd. The link between the RSU and
OBUs are via wireless communication based on 802.11p (G5) standard. OBUs use GPS signal to
position information purpose.
There is a laptop computer that is installed in one of the cars in order to record the response of
the systems. This laptop computer connects to the CCSP server via a browser and the tethering
(hotspot) service of a mobile handset. The laptop runs an instance of the Greenflow App that
displays the HMI output of the OBU. Services required to be tested are set on the CCSP client on
the laptop. The final response of the system (in terms of warning) is displayed on the HMI. The
CCSP GUI display as well as the HMI display capture the end to end response of the system. The
LDMs of the OBU and RSU that are involved in all transactions are not captured for the purpose
of brevity of report. Screen-O-Matic software records the end to end response of the system.
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Figure 2 Example Response

The red dot on the map [ ] denotes the position of the vehicle. The icon i denotes the
position of the warning (e.g. Road Works). The black lines along the roads denote the relevance
zones. The GreenFlow app will respond with appropriate symbols (Road Works Warning etc.)
according the warning expected when the vehicle moves into the relevance zone. The zones are
stored on the OBU and have an expiry date/time.
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4.

Test Runs and Routes

The car trial was preceded by pre-trials in which any anomaly in system responses were checked
and corrected in a controlled test environment before committing to the car trial. This work was
carried out with the assistance of Dynniq’s Netherland and Croatia offices and with the
assistance of University of West of England and University of Bristol.
The car trial runs were organised with two vehicles one playing the role of the stopped vehicle
in the Hawthorn car park and the other the role of the driving vehicle to be warned ahead of the
incident. Each of the services were carried out a number of times within the limitation of the
time available. The results shown are one example from a number of trials in which all provided
exactly the same result.
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5.

Security Cases

The following are the responses captured from the 4 services that were tested according to the
specification [2]. Each service was tried a number of times on the trial route and over the 3 day
period of the trail. The service responses captured in the report are examples from the trials.

5.1.

Pseudo Certificates

The issue of privacy of ITS stations is a key element of ITS security. This pseudonym facility
ensures that the identity of the ITS station remains anonymous and will be difficult to track.
The cornerstone of assuring privacy is provision of multiple certificates and rotating the
certificates so that the identification elements that come with the certificate will be changing
every time a certificate is rotated. In this way if an ITS station is tracked through its identifiers
there will be a number of changes that will make tracking difficult if not impossible. This will be
carried out automatically and frequently in the Connected vehicles environment of the future,
but for the purpose of this trial this is carried out manually in order to control the experiment
and document the changes as well as capture and verify results.
The sequence of events that occurred within Car Trial 3 using PKI are:
1) A security enabled OBU goes through a Stopped Vehicle Warning message. The identity
details are captured.
2) The vehicles is stopped outside the range of any RSU.
3) The OBUs certificate is rotated by initiating the method pseudo when the vehicle is
parked.
4) The vehicle goes through the Stopped Vehicle Warning again. The SVW message is
displayed in the HMI again. This shows that services are not affected by the certificate
change at all. The identity details are captured.
5) The two identity detail are shown to be different.
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Figure 3 OBU enters SVW relevance zone
The mac address displayed is 71:5b:5d:4b:12:a1.

Figure 4 Method pseudo is initiated manually to change the certificate. The certificate is not
displayed in the LDM.
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Figure 5 Vehicle re-enters the same SVW relevance zone
The Stopped Vehicle Warning shows as before demonstrating that the services are not affected in
any way. However the mac address is now changed to 0b:5a:25:31:b2:77. This mac address will
remain the same until the certificate is changed again.

5.2.

All ITS stations secured

In these tests the ITS stations (RSUs and OBUs) are all set to send and receive secured messages
using the same chain of authority. The services are demonstrated to be available and no
additional action or precaution needs to be taken.
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Figure 6 All ITS station secured, moving vehicle approaching RWW

Figure 7 All ITS stations secured. Moving vehicle just entering the relevance zone of RWW
The RWW symbol seems to have appeared prematurely. This is as a result of the GPS inaccuracy that has
been fed back to the design team of Dynniq.
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Figure 8 All ITS stations secured. Vehicle just next to the Road Works
The moving vehicle is almost next to the Richmond Building. The [ ] is under the icon

i

.

Figure 9 Moving vehicle out of the relevance zone of RWW
The moving vehicle has moved away from the Road Works on the Queens Road. However for 17 yards the
RWW persists as a result of the GPS chip inaccuracy.
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Figure 10 Moving vehicle approaching Accident Warning
Please note that the Accident Warning is directional and in this case its direction of the relevance zone is
towards North-East for the warning to become enabled on the HMI. The Accident location is at the North end
of the relevance zone. Any vehicle, with the correct security credential, entering the relevance zone in the
North-Easterly direction will pick up the Accident Warning and it will be displayed on its HMI.

Figure 11 Moving vehicle approaching Accident Warning from North
Moving vehicle is seen to be approaching the relevance zone from the North
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Figure 12 Moving vehicle enters the relevance zone in the middle of the zone
The Accident Warning shows just as the vehicle enters the relevance zone in the North-Easterly direction.
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Figure 13 Moving vehicle approaches the Accident

Figure 14 Moving vehicle leaves the relevance zone
Note that the Accident Warning symbol has disappeared in response to leaving the relevance zone of the
Accident Waring.
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Figure 15 Moving vehicle enters the awareness zone of the Speed Control
The vehicle moves towards the Speed Control. The warning symbol does not appear until the vehicle has
entered the relevance zone, the starting point of which is the location of the Speed Control.

Figure 16 The Speed limit symbol appears upon entrance to the relevance zone
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5.3.

Untrusted Certificate

In this test the two vehicles are initially loaded with the same trusted certificates. In a securityenabled environment where all ITS stations are fully security enabled the Slow or Stopped
Vehicle Warning is demonstrated. Then a set of untrusted certificates are installed on one OBU.
It has to be emphasised that these set of certificates form a trusted chain within that set.
However, as they have not been generated by the Root Certification Authority (IDnomics) they
will not be authorised for provision of the service. In other words, messages sent from this unit
will now not be used. From the moment of installation of the untrusted certificates the OBU is
thus ignored by all ITS stations. The nearest RSU will recognize the OBU’s CAM messages aren’t
generated using encryption that is authorized, thus will ignore the OBU’s CAM message and
therefore will not pass on an appropriate CAM message to CCSP and therefore the OBUs location
(the vehicle location) will disappear from the GUI of CCSP.

Figure 17 Two vehicles next to each other
Note that both OBUs are loaded with trusted certificates initially.
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Figure 18 Both vehicles are visible on CCSP
Note that there is a Stopped Vehicle Warning generated at i . The moving vehicle is moving away from the
parked vehicle and therefore there is no SVW symbol on HMI.
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Figure 19 Moving vehicle approaching the stopped vehicle from the South

Figure 20 Stopped Vehicle Warning appears on HMI of the moving vehicle
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Figure 21 the two vehicles close to each other

Figure 22 Invalid-PKI script is initiated

Note that the second vehicle disappears from the CCSP as expected. The Stopped Vehicle
Warning trace momentarily disappears from the GUI of CCSP. This behaviour is incorrect and has
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been fed back to the appropriate team in Dynniq. The GUI misbehaviour does not have any
implication on the CCSP functions.

Figure 23 The stopped vehicle & the DENM trace remain

Note that the moving vehicle has conducted the same manoeuvre as before but this time there is
no warning symbol on the HMI.

5.4.

Partially Secure ITS station

In this test there is only one vehicle involved where a particular permutation of security
parameterisation is tested. The CAM transmission security of the OBU is set to false whilst all
other parameters (DENM, SPAT and MAP) are set to true. This means that the CAM messages are
sent in an unsecure manner (i.e. not certified with a valid certificate). However, the receiving
security parameter of this ITS station is set to true. This means that DENM and IVI messages sent
securely by other ITS stations are received and displayed. But because the CAM messages sent
from this ITS station are not secure the location of this ITS station will not be showing on the
CCSP and therefore it will not be initiating a Slow moving or Stopped Vehicle Warning. This is to
demonstrate one of the many permutations of security parameterisations. Furthermore, it also
underlines the importance of having a good understanding of the way in which ITS units need to
be able to be configured to both recognize and create encrypted messages and associated
certificates.
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Figure 24 Road Works Warning on Unsecure CAM ITS station.

Figure 25 Accident Warning on Unsecure CAM ITS station
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Figure 26 Speed Control on Unsecure CAM ITS station

It can be seen from the above 3 Figures that the position of the vehicle is missing from CCSP, but
the HMI displays all the messages sent by RSUs.
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6.

Analysis

The tests were a repeat of Car Trial 2 services but within a security setting. There were some
latency issues with the responses that either showed premature warning or warning that was
supposed to have been extinguished on the HMI but persisted beyond the expected point. The
observed latency involved in responses can be attributed to two elements: 1) GPS inaccuracy
and 2) CCSP GUI.
In terms of security, it is clear as to what the importance of having built-in security
configuration options is. However, between manufacturers this can be considered a security risk,
as there is no definite mechanism for handling certificates yet. Additionally, the ITS industry has
not yet made a decision as to what industry body or government body is best-placed to take up
the role of Root Certificate authority. As a result, parties can currently self-certify and rely on
following standards and protocols correctly to ensure services in real-world environments aren’t
at risk of security breaches or denial-of-service attempts.
This highlights the importance of testing within FLOURISH to further explore what body should
be taking up this role as well as to define best-practice embedding of security options within ITS
technologies.
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7.

Conclusion

The security provision of Dynniq’s C-ITS products were tested as per specification [1]. The
security certificates downloaded from the IDnomics were loaded onto the ITS stations together
with a set of certificates that were from a non-IDnomics authority. Issues found were similar to
those found in Car Trial 2, namely the inaccuracy due to the GPS chip deployed and the CCSP
GUI Webpage requiring manual refreshing from time to time. However the main purpose of the
Car Trial which was the security capabilities of Dynniq’s C-ITS products was successfully tested.
Through testing various scenarios of security permutations, it was found that the process of
having built-in configuration options to ensure messages are both encrypted and sent securely is
considered key to ensure service reliability and security in real-world testbeds. This includes the
ability to authorize and create Root Certificates, for which, importantly, no industry body has
yet been appointed.
Dynniq’s security service testing has been completed successfully based on previous experience
and, what is currently considered as a reliable way to ensure messages can be successfully
verified or considered insecure for service provision.
Moving forward, it is suggested to continue the research into how security permutations can be
further tested in real-world testbeds to continue discussion regarding setting further bestpractice processes for encrypting and authorizing ITS messages generated. The FLOURISH project
has helped create a better understanding as to how this can be done practically and securely.
However this was carried out with self-certification as no central Root Authorization body exists.
This resulted in a successful demonstration of unsecure messages being recognized and ignored.
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